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@Biron5k Bummer. I like
Clean Writer a lot. Use it on
both my iPad and Mac. 10

MXL Tempo Condenser Microphone for iPad Video
Interview
Posted by Raymond Padilla, 1 hour ago

MXL Microphones sales and marketing manager Perry

minutes ago

@Biron5k Pages is good, but
too bloated for what it is, but
obviously not as bloated as
MS Word. 25 minutes ago

podcasters that travel, the Tempo is a high-quality microphone

@Biron5k It really depends
on what you need to do. I @
(RPadTV ) like CleanWriter
Pro for writing and Google
Docs for collaborating. 25

that works with the iPad through a Camera Connection Kit.

minutes ago

Goldstein talks about the MXL Tempo condenser microphone
for iPad in this video interview. Aimed towards musicians and

Learn more about this sharp and aggressively-priced mic in the
video below.

@TitusElonen @BWWings
Read the article for the
appropriate warnings. :P 6
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Buffalo Wild Wings is using
iPads to let you order food,
play games, Facebook,
tweet, etc.
http://t.co/H8ZZfoco Tech +
Wings = WIN @BWWings 6
hours ago

Newer Technology Power2U Video Interview
Posted by Raymond Padilla, 2 hours ago
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Other World Computing marketing and PR manager Grant Dahlke
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talks about the Newer Technology Power2U wall outlets in this video
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interview. Made with tech enthusiasts in mind, these do-it-yourself

iPadmodo

outlets have two USB ports with a smart-switching feature, giving
users flexibility and efficient power management. The video below

iPad Daily App Reviews

contains numerous details on these green and smart outlets that are
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perfect for iPhone, iPad, and Android device users.
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Would You Like an iPad With Your Buffalo Wild Wings?
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, 7 hours ago

Have you ever eaten at a Buffalo Wild Wings restaurant and thought,
"Man, I'm enjoying the wings and beer, but that waiter sure is an
annoying sun on the beach!" A solution is at hand, courtesy of the
Apple iPad. The restaurant is beta testing a program where
customers can order food and drinks, play games, update their
status on social networks, etc. on the iPad instead of having to deal
with a waiter or waitress. Read more details and vital analysis (wings
and beer are vital, after all) below.
Read More
Tweet
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Tags: News

Google Chrome Beta Available For Android 4 Devices
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, 8 hours ago

Google has launched a beta version of its popular Chrome web
browser for Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) phones and tablets.
Lauded for its speed, stability, and innovative features, the desktop
version of Chrome has been hugely popular among tech enthusiasts
since launching in 2008. The mobile version syncs with the desktop
version, allowing you to open the same bookmarks and tabs on your
PC and mobile device. Check out a video and some hands-onimpressions below.
Read More
Tweet
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Verizon and Coinstar (Redbox) Form Joint Venture for New
Video Service
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, Yesterday

Verizon and Coinstar have announced a joint venture to start a new
video service that will launch in the second half of 2012. The service
will combine Coinstar's Redbox kiosks with a streaming-anddownload service by Verizon. The mobile component of the service
will be available to anyone, regardless of whether Verizon is their
mobile carrier or not. The companies are hoping to serve up a
powerful one-two punch that will compete with Netflix, which offers
streaming video and physical discs by mail. Check out more details below, as well as a rumor on
pricing.
Read More
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Google Implements Android Market Bouncer For Improved

The Unofficial Apple Weblog

Security
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, Yesterday

One of the nice things about Android Market is that it's open. Being
open gives more developers freedom to publish apps and allows
more consumers to enjoy them. One of the bad things about Android
Market is that it's open. Being open allows spyware, malware, and
trojans to sneak in. Google is aware of the issue and has
implemented a new feature called "Bouncer" to weed out any
naughty apps hiding among the innocent ones. Read on for more
details on Bouncer for Android Market.
Read More
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CNN Tackles Apple and Foxconn
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, Yesterday

Here's a video by CNN that adds a personal story to the controversy
on Apple and Foxconn. While a lot of the information is old, CNN
makes the situation easier to identify with by interviewing a female
Foxconn employee. The interview subject revealed that it's forbidden
for Foxconn employees to grant interviews; at best they'll lose their
job and at worst they'll face criminal charges. The anonymous
employee also says that Foxconn employees are treated like
"animals". Watch the entire video below.
Read More
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Tags: News,

Your Favorite Super Bowl XLVI Tech Commercials
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, Yesterday

Advertising was generally tame for Super Bowl XLVI. A lot of people
felt that the commercials were played out or tired. There weren't any
Apple advertisements making viewers cry (deaf people signing on
FaceTime always tugs on heartstrings). That said, there were a
handful of tech-based ads that stood out. Check out the videos
below and leave a comment with your favorite Super Bowl XLVI tech
commercials.
Read More
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Updated: GameFinder 1.2 Released!
NEWS

Posted by Slide To Play Staff, Yesterday

We've added a few more features to make browsing for iOS games
on our free GameFinder app even easier. The version 1.2.1 update
includes better web browsing, enhanced push notifications, and
refreshed reviews when you resume using the app. Download it here
and take STP with you on the go.
Read More
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Updated: Scribblenauts Remix Review
REVIEW

Posted by Tim Rattray, February 3rd, 2012

Since we last updated our review, Scribblenauts Remix has had
multiple content updates, offering a new sandbox skin for Valentine's
Day and a DLC pack. Should you spend a dollar on this new
content, and does it bump this DS classic into Must Have range?
Read More
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Kindle Fire Owners Happy, iPad Owners Happier
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 3rd, 2012

Amazon Kindle Fire owners are generally very satisfied with their
tablet. They're just not as satisfied as iPad owners. That's the word
according to ChangeWave Research. The company recently
performed a survey of 2,607 North American consumers and came
up with some fascinating numbers. Check 'em out.
Read More
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iPad 3 Event in February, iPad 3 Event Not in February
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 3rd, 2012

Rumors have been buzzing about Apple holding a February event to
announce the iPad 3. Considering that the iPad 2 was announced on
March 2, 2011, the rumor was somewhat reasonable. Unfortunately
for those wishing for a February announcement, The Loop says it's
not happening.
Read More
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Steve Jobs' Angel Used to Sell Android Action Pad
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 3rd, 2012

Here's a commercial for the Action Pad, a Google Android tablet
being sold in Taiwan. The commercial features the angel of Steve
Jobs being amazed by the Android tablet. Some will feel that this
kind of advertising is "too soon", while others will feel that this type
of marketing will always be in bad taste. Check out the video below
and decide for yourself.
Read More
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Atari Arcade Creators Reunite to Tackle iOS
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 2nd, 2012

Innovative Leisure is a startup that has reunited the creators of
numerous Atari arcade classics and brought them together to tackle
today's arcade: iOS. The company was started by Seamus Blackley
(co-creator of the original Xbox) and Van Burnham (author of
Supercade: A Visual History of the Videogame Age 1971-1984).
While the founders of the company have impressive resumes, the
talent they've gathered is simply mind blowing. Check out some of
the amazing minds behind Innovative Leisure below.
Read More
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Tags: News

Dolphin Browser HD for iPad Review
REVIEW

Posted by Parisa Vassei, February 2nd, 2012

My first experience with the Dolphin Browser was in 2010, when I
was seeking an alternative browser for my Motorola Droid X
smartphone. Dolphin was one that was recommended by many
users in the tech forums I frequented and it soon became my go-to
browser for viewing web content on my Android phone. Naturally,
when I learned that Dolphin had released its sister iPad app, Dolphin
Browser HD, I had to give it a shot. A year and half has passed
since my first experience with the Android browser and it seems that
Dolphin's developers have come a long way and achieved true
success. With a whopping 10 million downloads, the #1 spot for PC
Magazine's "The 40 Best Free Apps for 2011" and the #2 spot on the CNet 100, Dolphin Browser is
a popular browser alternative for various platforms. Fortunately, it's even more amazing on the iPad.
Read More
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Avid Studio Brings Powerful Video Editing to iPad
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 2nd, 2012

Avid has released Avid Studio for iPad, a linear video editor that can
be used in conjunction with its Avid Studio desktop software. At a
glance, Avid Studio doesn't seem as user friendly as Apple's iMovie
for iPad, but it packs more powerful and diverse features. The
software currently costs $4.99, but will increase to $8.00 after its 30day introductory period. Additional details and screens can be found
below.
Read More
Tweet
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Tags: Avid Studio, News

NASA Gets Into iOS Gaming With Sector 33
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 2nd, 2012

Normally, the news of a new air-traffic control game wouldn't be
terribly interesting...but this one is from NASA! Say hello to Sector
33 for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. The game ties in with NASA
Smart Skies' LineUp with Math simulator, which encourages children
to have fun with "decision making and proportional reasoning."
Check out more details and screens below.
Read More
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Google Docs For Android Adds Offline Feature, Better
Tablet Support
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 1st, 2012

The excellent, cloud-based Google Docs productivity suite
has been updated to include offline access and improved
tablet support. Android users now have the ability to make
any Google Docs document available offline. The files are
automatically updated and synced when the device
connects to the Internet or updates can be applied
manually. Tablet users have some special goodies in
store. Check out the details below.
Read More
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Do You Want LTE in Your iPad 3?
Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 1st, 2012

The rumor that the iPad 3 will have an LTE radio is picking up
steam. LTE offers Internet speeds that approach home broadband
speeds. Is this something you're interested in? Are you willing to
pay extra for it? Let's examine the factors that should go into your
purchasing decision.
Read More
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US Cellular Launching LTE Network in March with
Samsung Galaxy Tab
NEWS

Posted by Raymond Padilla, February 1st, 2012

US Cellular has announced that its 4G LTE network will be
launching in select cities next month. One of the first devices you'll
be able to use on the network will be the Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1
4G LTE. It's fantastic that smaller American carriers are getting into
the 4G game and it's telling that US Cellular felt it was important to
have a 4G tablet at launch. Check out some specs and details
below.
Read More
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Tags: News
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